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MAGNET Office workflows to generate a complete VDC model
In this tutorial you will go through all the steps to create, analyse and simulate complete virtual design
and construction (VDC) model created from geographic information system (GIS) maps, Topcon
MAGNET Office objects, Autodesk Revit models, or using data from any other design package that can
be exported into open data formats like LandXML / IFC (industry foundation classes). In this tutorial
we use MAGNET Office platform. For a successful completion of this tutorial, ensure that you have
installed (or can access) the following products:
•
•

MAGNET Office Mass Haul (includes Modeler and Explorer);
Any other design package that can export LandXML, IFC from legacy design formats.

In this tutorial you create the complete virtual design and construction (VDC) model that can be used
for various analyses as well as collaboration workflows. The tutorial covers the following topics:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Modelling of existing situation:
o Terrain with orthomapped images, buildings, forest areas, utility networks.
Modelling of proposed designs:
o MAGNET Office corridor and pipe network (water & sewer) models (or a design from
another package that has been exported into open standard format, LandXML);
o Autodesk Revit structural models (or a design from any other package that has been
exported into open standard format, IFC);
o Converting 2D designs into 3D, like landscape objects, lighting, road signs, road
markings;
Creating a combined data model from all existing and proposed disciplines.
Collaborating using integrated collaboration tools.
Clash detection analysis to detect overlapping design disciplines.
4D/5D simulation of construction phases.

Based on tutorial content, it is divided into the following subtopics:
•
•
•

01 Modelling of an existing situation
02 Modelling of a new design
03 Combined VDC model

If you download tutorial files and extract those to your hard drive, you should see the following main
structure:

Note: In your daily projects you can use/define your own project structure that merges with
local/national standards. This tutorial has a very basic folder structure, where each subfolder includes
tutorial starting point and a final version of the sub-task. It is important that before you start with
current tutorials, you include a given separate Textures folder to your Explorer texture path table.
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In Explorer : View > Settings (double click on Textures link):

Note: You can add new path value using “+” icon from the right. Global selection is suggested if you
have some universal location for your textures, then it is used automatically with any other project as
well. In our case it is suggested to select it as “Global”.
Once you have completed this tutorial, your VDC model should look like the image below:

Because each sub-folder has a starting point and a final version of the task, you can basically do those
examples in any order. You can also move directly to the folder 03 VDC and see the VDC model in
action.
Note: If you open the final model from a folder 03 VDC, you may get a warning that some links cannot
be found. It is since you have extracted those sub-folders to some other location. Therefore, you need
to fix those links only once. We look that later in the tutorial. If you are sharing a complete VDC model,
you are usually generating a model package, in which case such problems do not appear.
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01 Modelling of an existing situation
This section focuses onto existing situation modelling and therefore the key files to carry out this
section are available at: 01 Existing/<subtopic>
By completing this tutorial, you work with the following subtopics:
•
•
•

Generating an existing surface with aerial mapping and setting a extent of a final VDC model
Converting 2D building footprint data into LOD 1 buildings and giving a context to the final
VDC model
Converting 2D utility data into 3D pipes/cables that can be used for a better design studies
and clash detection.
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Existing terrain
This part will introduce the capability of modelling the existing project site (terrain model). For that
workflow you can use two different alternatives:
•
•

All major design packages can export your terrain model into LandXML file (open data format).
You can use that as a reference for a current/proposed surface inside Explorer.
If you are looking a way to include an orthophoto to you terrain surface, you can use Modeler
workflow (inside MAGNET Office). This section describes the procedure in more detail.

Tutorial file location (folder): 01 Existing/01 Terrain/MJO
From there you find one *.mjo file:

You start from that *.mjo file. You also find special definition file with an *.ini extension that is
automatically opened if it is found from the same location as *.mjo file and has a default name: vdcmodeler.ini.

Step-by-step guidelines to create project site area with orthophoto
Open drawing EG.mjo inside MAGNET Office. You should see a similar picture:

Using MAGNET Office ribbon, go to Modeler tab and click on Rules.

If you get a notification, select Replace.
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Modeler Rules main toolpalette opens:

Note: Modeler toolbar is the place where you create different rules that are applied to MAGNET
Office objects. All defined rules are kept in a separate file with an *.ini extension. Although it is
possible to have only one *.ini file throughout your whole VDC project, where you define each rule
that you want to use in separate drawing, in this tutorial we use the second method - we have
separate *.ini file for every *.mjo file that we going to use for generating data for VDC model. Using
the latter method, please ensure that *.ini file is with the default name: vdc-modeler.ini and then it
will be selected automatically when you open Modeler tools in your active *.mjo drawing session.
Because with the current tutorial the proper *.ini file is already created, it will be automatically used.
All rules are defined, and we take a quick look to those rules that are important for each sub-task.
For orthomapped surface data you obviously need a material (texture) that represents that image on
the surface itself. You also need an area that represents to where that orthophoto belongs or what is
its size and location. Images that we use here, are not with geo-coordinates. We simply draw a polyline
to that location where we want to apply specific orthophoto. Because our image is cropped into
proper size, we just apply it onto 2D polyline.
Next to each node, you will see a "+" icon if it holds some rules. And vice-versa, you can click on "-"
icon, if you want to close that node. Also, please note that in some nodes (ex. Materials) you may have
several rules.
Our drawing has one DTM surface (named as EG). We use that surface to map our orthophoto onto.
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That mesh should be used by Modeler as well. For conversion we use the Modeler node called Surface
models. Open that node (clicking on "+" symbol). Then do a double click on Surface. Dialog opens.

Pay attention to special settings in this dialog:
•

layer - this is a layer name from where the surface can be found. By using an asterisk (*) we
search surface objects from each drawing layer and in that way, it is somewhat easier to define
the rule (by the way, if you do a click on property name, brief help is shown below the dialog
main area). You can also click on layer name (left hand side) and a Select Layer dialog opens.
In this way you can limit to a specific surface layer you want to. Right now, you can simply
close this dialog.
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•

description - this value shows up in the rules main palette.

Close Change setting dialog.
Note: Modeler is using layer-based (or object-based) rule mapping. Therefore, the parameter layer is
important for any kind of rule mapping (from Modeler palette to drawing objects).
Open (double-click) a first rule under Material areas node.

Pay attention to special settings in this dialog:
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•
•

layer - this is a layer name, where you 2D polyline is placed (that represents the area, to where
to apply an image). You can click on layer area (left) to reselect that layer.
materials - this a material that holds an image of your orthophoto. If you click on it (left), it
will show a separate dialog where you can also create new materials. Pay attention to that all
materials are selectable and changed also under Materials node.

Note that the material refers to a certain image file that can be found from a project Textures folder.
If you click on Material Properties (as seen from the last image), you can see material's special
parameters, including filename, defaultwidth and defaultheight.

Those parameters are used to define the image file and the area width/height. Close the dialog. And
close also Select Material dialog.
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•

•

description - this can be used to shorten the name that is visible in Modeler main
toolpalette. Not a required parameter. In this example the same name is used, as
for layer parameter.
group - select a group for your sub-model to keep everything well organized.

Note: Groups are automatically generated/added when you write it as a value into the group field
(remember to add a "/" for a subgroup).

Alternatively, you can create groups through a toolbar.

•
•
•

info text - additional description, text that you may want to include that is available in the
model.
automatic_texcoords - select yes, so that coordinates will be automatically selected based
on 2D polyline.
target layer - you see the same layer name here as for Surface node selection. If you do not
want to limit to some specific surface layer, you can use an asterisk (*) here again, which
means that any surface layer is targeted for the image.

Click OK to close the Change setting dialog. You are now ready to generate your terrain sub-model
with an aerial mapping. Click on a button: Generate and View Model.

This will generate your model and also opens up an Explorer as a viewer package for your *.vm file.
Please also note that your *.vm file is automatically placed to the location where your *.mjo resides.
Your sub-model should look like to the following image:
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Note: You should see a surface onto where a selected material was mapped. If the surface had holes
in it, those are also not mapped with an image. Please also note that on the left-hand side you see a
group level. In final VDC model, it is important that your follow common rules when including different
sub-models into various sub-groups.
After checking your terrain sub-model, you can close the Explorer window. Later you can open
those *.vm files directly with Explorer and you do not need to follow Modeler workflow again. Of
course, when the design changes, then you recreate the *.vm file. As you have successfully generated
a terrain sub-model, it is also good to save your Modeler *.ini file. For that, just hit see button on
your Modeler Rules toolbar.

You can re-select the location and name for your *.ini file, but in this tutorial, it is recommended that
you always keep the default name and the same location as your project file. If you are closing the
Modeler Rules palette, a warning might be shown that let you decide, do you want to save your file
again, or just leave without saving. If you did it just before, then you can hit No as well.
Close the MAGNET Office project file.

Tutorial summary
You have successfully generated an existing project area surface around your design area. This is a
great way to present the context around your project area, as in later tutorial you also add existing
buildings and any other existing data onto that surface.
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Existing buildings
This part will introduce the capability of modelling existing buildings that are represented by 2D
footprints. Alternatively, existing/new construction can be included also in a true 3D form (like
in *.ifc format). Therefore, your site planning in terms of buildings can be achieved by using two
alternative ways:
•

•

All major architectural/structural/MEP design packages can export your structure/building
into in *.ifc format (open data format) and use that as a reference for a current/proposed
building/structure representation inside MAGNET Explorer. We look those workflows in
section: 03 VDC.
If you are having 2D footprints for your buildings that come from some geographic
information system (GIS), you are projecting those 2D lines onto your surface and apply some
rules that define the general look for your 3D building (LOD1). This workflow is mainly used
for a quick context building and explained in the current tutorial. It is also possible to add a
sloped roof surface (LOD2) and apply materials/textures for your buildings (surface/facebased mapping).

Tutorial file location (folder): 01 Existing/02 Buildings/MJO
From there you find one *.mjo file:

You start from that *.mjo file. You also find special definition file with an *.ini extension that is
automatically opened if it is found from the same location as *.mjo file and has a default name: vdcmodeler.ini.

Step-by-step guidelines to create project site area with orthophoto
Open drawing Existing-Buildings.mjo inside MAGNET Office. You should see a similar picture:

Using MAGNET Office ribbon tab, go to Modeler and click on Rules.
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Modeler Rules main toolpalette opens:

Note: Modeler toolbar is the place where you create different rules that are applied to MAGNET
Office objects. All defined rules are kept in a separate file with an *.ini extension. Although it is
possible to have only one *.ini file throughout your whole VDC project, where you define each rule
that you want to use in separate drawing, in this tutorial we use the second method - we have
separate *.ini file for every *.mjo file that we going to use for generating data for VDC model. Using
the latter method, please ensure that *.ini file is with the default name: vdc-modeler.ini and then it
will be selected automatically when you open Modeler tools in your active *.mjo drawing session.
Because with the current tutorial the proper *.ini file is already created, it will be automatically used.
All rules are defined, and we take a quick look to those rules that are important for each sub-task.
Next to each node, you will see a "+" icon if it holds some rules. And vice-versa, you can click on "-"
icon, if you want to close that node. Also, please note that in some nodes (ex. Materials) you may have
several rules.
Our drawing has one DTM surface (named as Terrain_Context). We use that surface to map our
building footprints onto.
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That mesh should be used by Modeler as well. For conversion we use the Modeler node called Surface
models. Open that node (clicking on "+" symbol). Then do a double-click on a Surface. Dialog opens.

Pay attention to special settings in this dialog:
•

layer - this is a layer name from where the surface can be found. By using an asterisk (*) we
search surface objects from each drawing layer and in that way, it is somewhat easier to define
the rule. You can also double click on layer name (left) and a Select Layer dialog opens. In this
way you can limit to a specific surface layer you want to. Right now, you can simply close this
dialog.

•

description - this value shows up in the rules main palette.
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Close Change setting dialog.
Note: Modeler is using layer-based (or object-based) rule mapping. Therefore, the parameter layer is
important for any kind of rule mapping (from Modeler palette to drawing objects).
Let's investigate Buildings section. As you see there are several rules (each row is a different rule).
Rules in general can be taken so, that you have different rule for different object type you want to
get/see. Therefore, if some parameter value inside one rule is different from another rule, you have
made two different rules.
Open (double-click) a first rule under Buildings node.

Let's go through some major settings that help to define your building:
•

•

•
•

layer - all 2D closed polylines should be mapped onto that layer if you want to convert it
into 3D building (layer name can be anything you want, just ensure that you have selected
correct layer).
materials - select one or multiple materials that you want to apply for your building shape (in
large areas, it is recommended to select multiple materials, because in that way you can easily
define some randomness into your context).
description - this can be used to shorten the name that is visible in Modeler main toolpalette.
Not a required parameter. In this example the same name is used, as for layer parameter.
group - select a group to where your buildings are assigned.

Note: Groups are automatically generated/added when you write it as a value into the group field
(remember to add a "/" for a subgroup).
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Alternatively, you can create groups through a toolbar.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

baseheight - height of the base from the highest surface level. If set to 0 no base is modelled
and the wall stretches underground.
eavesWidth - width of eaves measured from the wall.
floorheight - height of one floor.
nrfloors - number of floors. If left empty the number of floors is guessed based on the building
size.
roofheight - height of the rooflines that don't have absolute position defined.
texwidth - width of wall texture in system units.
info text - additional description, text that you may want to include that is available in the
model.
*rooflinelayer - because your building's roof may not follow the building's footprint exactly,
you can define on what layers those roofline 2D polylines can be found.

Please refer to general help topic, to figure out the building's main geometry parameters
like: baseheight, eavesWidth, floorheight, nrfloors, roofheight. Note that all those values are entered
in drawing units.
•
•

roofmaterial - you can select different material for your roof component (again, you can add
randomness by selecting various materials).
basematerial - you can select different material for your base component.

Click OK to close the dialog Change setting. You are now ready with one of your building rule. But
because there are different building shapes, we create each rule for each different building shape.
Altogether you can see that we have 8 rules. Look to each of those and see the differences. Once done,
click on a button: Generate and View Model.

This will generate your model and opens an Explorer as a viewer package for your *.vm file. Please
also note that your *.vm file is automatically placed to the location where your *.mjo resides. Your
sub-model should look like the following image (zoomed into some area):
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If you take a closer look to your model, you can see that it includes the terrain (surface) from MAGNET
Office file (DTM surface). You want to remove that, because later you include a correct surface instead
of that inside Explorer workflow. To remove that surface, just follow those easy steps:
Go to tab Output and select Export to File:

New dialog will open, from where you use:
•

Groups - select groups by hitting Select button. Follow the image below to select proper
groups (only those that are related with buildings).
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•
•

•

Export Format - select: VM File
File Name - point to a location where your original *.vm file is, but do not overwrite it, use a
special ending like: *_only.vm. You should have this file already generated as well for this
tutorial (because you might want to start from later tutorial).
Click OK, to generate the file. It will not open automatically. Instead, you can open that file
inside Explorer (using the same preview session). Just use Open from the quick access
toolbar and point to the file. You should see the similar image as below.

One of the benefit to have real 3D objects inside VDC model is that it helps to carry out clash detection
studies, or to figure out if your new system has enough space at current location. After checking your
existing buildings sub-model, you can close the Explorer window. Later you can open those *.vm files
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directly with Explorer and you do not need to follow Modeler workflow again. Of course, when the
design changes, then you recreate the *.vm file. As you have successfully generated existing buildings
sub-model, it is also good to save your Modeler *.ini file. For that, just hit save button on your Modeler
Rules toolbar.

You can re-select the location and name for your *.ini file, but in this tutorial, it is recommended that
you always keep the default name and the same location as your project file. If you are closing the
Modeler Rules palette, a warning might be shown that let you decide, do you want to save your file
again, or just leave without saving. If you did it just before, then you can hit No as well.
Close the MAGNET Office project file.

Tutorial summary
You have successfully generated building information to an existing project area surface. This is a great
way to present the context around your project area. That kind of workflow can be used for different
types of generations in where 2D polylines needs to be raised up.
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Existing utilities
This part will introduce the capability of modelling existing utilities that are represented
by 2D/3D strings/polylines through Modeler tools. Using 2D/3D string/polylines you need to define
parameters for those lines that will be used to convert 2D data into 3D objects in final VDC model. A
typical utility network has also some manholes/structures that are connection points for those
pipes/channels. Because we want to create a 3D model where those structures are with correct
dimensions (for more valuable clash detection studies), you create those objects with
common 3D modelling tools or import that kind of objects from a manufacturer website (3D objects).
In the current workflow those should be available in 3D format already (ex. in DWG format) and you
merge those into your final VDC model (in MAGNET Explorer). Remember that there are different
alternative ways how to include utility data into your final VDC model:
•
•

•

•

All major civil engineering design packages have tools to create 3D pipelines (utility network
data). Once created, those can be exported into open data format like LandXML.
If original 3D objects in those civil engineering design packages are not supported
by LandXML format, you have a choice to use Modeler tools to convert utility data centerlines
into 3D component, convert structures into common 3D format (ex. using AutoCAD DWG)
and deploy all those 3D objects into final VDC model.
If you have only 2D polylines to where elevation data is not attached, then typical workflow
in such cases is that you assume the elevation based on national regulations for that specific
utility data. In that case you need a reference surface, from where you let Modeler to
calculate the minimum distance that is usually used to place those pipelines/utility network.
That kind of data is always with some uncertainty value and in a typical VDC model you want
to place those objects to different layer (or use different color).
If you have 2D/3D polylines that define your utility data in 3D space, you need to define
parameters for those lines that will be used to convert 2D data into 3D objects in the
final VDC model. This is more closely looked in the current section.

Tutorial file location (folder): 01 Existing/04 Utilities/MJO
From there you find one *.mjo file:

You start from that *.mjo file. You also find special definition file with an *.ini extension that is
automatically opened if it is found from the same location as *.mjo file and has a default name: vdcmodeler.ini.

Step-by-step guidelines to create project site area with orthophoto
Open drawing Existing-Utilities.mjo inside MAGNET Office. You should see a similar picture:
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Using MAGNET Office ribbon tab, go to Modeler and click on Rules.

Modeler main toolbar opens:

Note: Modeler toolbar is the place where you create different rules that are applied to MAGNET
Office objects. All defined rules are kept in a separate file with an *.ini extension. Although it is
possible to have only one *.ini file throughout your whole VDC project, where you define each rule
that you want to use in separate drawing, in this tutorial we use the second method - we have
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separate *.ini file for every *.mjo file that we going to use for generating data for VDC model. Using
the latter method, please ensure that *.ini file is with the default name: vdc-modeler.ini and then it
will be selected automatically when you open Modeler tools in your active *.mjo drawing session.
Because with the current tutorial the proper *.ini file is already created, it will be automatically used.
All rules are defined, and we take a quick look to those rules that are important for each sub-task.
Next to each node, you will see a "+" icon if it holds some rules. And vice-versa, you can click on "-"
icon, if you want to close that node. Also, please note that in some nodes (ex. Materials) you may have
several rules.
Note: We do not need to define any reference surface here, because all lines do have their elevation
values attached. But we need to have a surface in the project file, otherwise the model is not
generated. You can see this from DTM dialog.
Let's investigate Pipes section. As you see there are several rules (each row is a different rule). Rules
in general can be taken so, that you have different rule for different object type you want to get/see.
Therefore, if some parameter value inside one rule is different from another rule, you have made two
different rules.
Open (double-click) the first rule under Pipes node.

Let's go through some major settings that help to define your pipe element:
•
•

layer - all 3D strings/polylines that are affected by that rule should be included on that specific
layer (layer name can be anything you want, just ensure that you have selected correct layer)
materials - select a material that is significant for that utility based on local standard
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•
•

description - this can be used to shorten the name that is visible in Modeler main toolpalette
Not a required parameter. In this example the same name is used, as for layer parameter.
group - select a group to where your pipes are assigned

Note: Groups are automatically generated/added when you write it as a value into the group field
(remember to add a "/" for a subgroup).
Alternatively, you can create groups through a toolbar.

•
•
•
•
•
•

width - pipe dimension (also: diameter, if cross section is circular)
height - pipe dimension (also: diameter, if cross section is circular)
crosssection - pipe crosssection, you can also create your own and select it from a drawing (as
a closed poyline), this workflow can be used for various object's definitions not just for pipes
info text - additional description, text that you may want to include that is available in the
model
tessellation_granuality - how the shape will be made up (turns in a pipe polyline)
gouraud_shaded - how the material is applied (yes = gouraud shading, no = flat shading or
face based shading)

Click OK to close the dialog Change setting. You are now ready with one of your pipe rule. Pay
attention to that there are several other rules predefined. Just have a look onto those as well and
check the differences in those rules (like a different layer, pipe parameters, group name etc.).
Pipes section is responsible only for creating so called linear elements. If you want to include 3D
structures that define connection points to those pipes, those have to be modelled in some other 3D
package, placed to correct coordinate (x,y,z) and used directly in MAGNET Explorer.
All your rules are now defined. Click on a button: Generate and View Model.

This will generate your model and opens a MAGNET Explorer as a viewer package for your *.vm file.
Please also note that your *.vm file is automatically placed to the location where your *.mjo resides.
Your sub-model should look like the following image (zoomed into some area):
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If you take a closer look to your model, you can see that it includes 3D pipe elements. In addition it
has a default surface object. You want to remove that, because later you include a correct surface
instead of that inside MAGNET Explorer workflow. To remove that extra surface, just follow those easy
steps:
Go to tab Output and select Export to File:

New dialog will open, from where you use:
•

Groups - select groups by hitting Select button. Follow the image below to select proper
groups (only those that are related with utilities).
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•
•

Export Format - select: VM File
File Name - point to a location where your original *.vm file is, but do not overwrite it, use a
special ending like: *_only.vm. You should have this file already generated as well for this
tutorial (because you might want to start from later tutorial).

Click OK, to generate the file. It will not open automatically. Instead, you can open that file inside
Explorer (using the same preview session). Just use Open from the quick access toolbar and point to
the file. You should see the similar image as below.

One of the benefit to have real 3D objects inside VDC model is that it helps to carry out clash detection
studies, or to figure out if your new system has enough space at current location. After checking your
existing utilities sub-model, you can close the MAGNET Explorer window. Later you can open
those *.vm files directly with MAGNET Explorer and you do not need to follow Modeler workflow
again. Of course, when the design changes, then you recreate the *.vm file. As you have successfully
generated existing utilities sub-model, it is also good to save your Modeler *.ini file. For that, just hit
save button on your Modeler Rules toolbar.
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You can re-select the location and name for your *.ini file, but in this tutorial, it is recommended that
you always keep the default name and the same location as your project file. If you are closing the
Modeler Rules palette, a warning might be shown that let you decide, do you want to save your file
again, or just leave without saving. If you did it just before, then you can hit No as well.
Close the MAGNET Office project file.

Tutorial summary
You have successfully generated existing utility information according to project location. This is a
great way to present the context around your project area and see if nee design collides with an
existing information/data. That kind of workflow can be used for different types of generations in
where linear 3D polylines needs to be converted into 3D meshes.

02 Modelling of a new design
This section focuses onto new design modelling topics and therefore the key files to carry out this
section are available at: 02 Design/<subtopic>
By completing this tutorial, you work with the following subtopics:
•
•
•

Converting 2D utility data into 3D pipes/cables that can be used for a better design studies
and clash detection
Generating a road corridor model for a final VDC model
Converting 2D polylines into road markings in VDC model
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Design utilities
Follow the tutorial “Existing utilities” as this tutorial follows the same principles. In later tutorial we
also incorporate some design utilities from LandXML file directly into our final VDC model.
Tutorial file location (folder): 02 Design/04 Utilities/MJO
From there you find one *.mjo file:

You start from that *.mjo file. You also find special definition file with an *.ini extension that is
automatically opened if it is found from the same location as *.mjo file and has a default name: vdcmodeler.ini.
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Road corridors
This part will introduce the capability of modelling the design corridor models, exporting the data for
a final VDC model as well as preparing model takeoffs (mass hauls) for mass haul analysis. For that
workflow you should already have 3D corridor models inside your design package. This tutorial
focuses onto VDC workflows and to be able to use road corridor models inside your final VDC model,
you have several options:
1. All major design packages can export your corridor models (different surface layers)
into LandXML file (open data format) and use that as a reference for a design corridor model
inside MAGNET Explorer.
2. If you are looking a quick way to generate all your corridor models into VDC sub-models, you
can use MAGNET Office Modeler Surface node. In that way you have multiple ways how you
generate your road surfaces. For example, you can create rules that export your surfaces
based on assigned materials (road components) and you can also make divisions based on
road sections. The latter one enables you to create a real 4D/5D simulations inside Explorer
because you have road works divided into construction areas. By using Modeler, you can also
cut into any other surface (for example existing ground) which helps to simulate construction
works and avoid data overlapping. This tutorial describes the procedure in more detail.
Tutorial file location (folder): 02 Design/05 Road corridors/MJO
From there you find one *.mjo file:

You start from that *.mjo file. You also find special definition file with an *.ini extension that is
automatically opened if it is found from the same location as *.mjo file and has a default name: vdcmodeler.ini.

Step-by-step guidelines to create project site area with orthophoto
Open drawing Road-Model.mjo inside MAGNET Office. You should see a similar picture:

This project has several road corridors in place. There are some empty areas. Those empty areas are
presented by a bridge or a cross-section (roundabout) and are modelled separately. Therefore, those
are added in later steps (inside Explorer workflow through open data formats). Creating of those road
corridors can be achieved in several ways. In this example all corridors are made through Corridor
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tools. All corridors have the most top layer modelled (but the model can be enhanced also with other
road construction layers as separate surfaces). All corridors do have some short name and for an easier
follow-up those names are included onto drawing as well. The list of all corridors can be seen from the
DTM dialog.

Note: In this example different road corridors are named as: “section-name” – “road layer” – “road
component/material”. You can follow your own standard according to requirements, but in this
tutorial, it will be easier if we have a material name (or code) in the DTM name, and road layer also in
the name if we want to have several layers in later workflow (T0 – as the top layer, etc.). In this file,
component-based visibility is active: RCL-01 – whole corridor surface – not visible; RCL-01-…. –
component-based visibility). There is also an existing ground surface (EG), which is hidden but will be
used in Modeler.
Using MAGNET Office ribbon tab, go to Modeler and click on Rules.

Modeler main toolbar opens:
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Note: Modeler toolbar is the place where you create different rules that are applied to MAGNET
Office objects. All defined rules are kept in a separate file with an *.ini extension. Although it is
possible to have only one *.ini file throughout your whole VDC project, where you define each rule
that you want to use in separate drawing, in this tutorial we use the second method - we have
separate *.ini file for every *.mjo file that we going to use for generating data for VDC model. Using
the latter method, please ensure that *.ini file is with the default name: vdc-modeler.ini and then it
will be selected automatically when you open Modeler tools in your active *.mjo drawing session.
Because with the current tutorial the proper *.ini file is already created, it will be automatically used.
All rules are defined, and we take a quick look to those rules that are important for each sub-task.
Next to each node, you will see a "+" icon if it holds some rules. And vice-versa, you can click on "-"
icon, if you want to close that node. Also, please note that in some nodes (ex. Materials) you may have
several rules.
Let's investigate Surface models section. As you see there are several rules (each row is a different
rule). Rules in general can be taken so, that you have different rule for different object type you want
to get/see. Therefore, if some parameter value inside one rule is different from another rule, you have
made two different rules.
Open (double-click) the first rule under Surface models node.

Let's go through some major settings that help to define your surface:
•

layer – as mentioned earlier, it suggested to add some common name (or part of it) you’re
your surface name, which helps to gather all similar materials together under the same rule.
In here we use asterisk to state that this rule is assigned to all surfaces that include this part
in its name. Later studies you may want to generate each road section (corridor) under
different grouping (to be able to carry out 4D/5D), in that case you should select and assign
each road surface (layer) to different rule.
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•
•

•
•

material - select a material that is significant for that road surface component based on local
standard
description - this can be used to shorten the name that is visible in Modeler main toolpalette
Not a required parameter. In this example name is assigned according to road main group,
layer and component type.
group - select a group to where your surfaces are assigned
cut_mode – because we want to remove existing surface from the location in where new
design will be built, we select this parameter as “yes”. Please check that for rule “EG-Grass”
which represents existing surface, the same parameter is as “no”.

Note: Groups are automatically generated/added when you write it as a value into the group field
(remember to add a "/" for a subgroup).
Alternatively, you can create groups through a toolbar.

Click OK to close the dialog Change setting. You are now ready with one of your surface rule. Pay
attention to that there are several other rules predefined. Just have a look onto those as well and
check the differences in those rules (like a different layer, material, group name etc.). It is suggested
that your material selections are same for similar type of objects. For example, if we will import some
data from LandXML (in later step), then we want to present our road pavement (or grass) with the
same material to have the same visual quality.
All your rules are now defined. Click on a button: Generate and View Model.

This will generate your model and opens an MAGNET Explorer as a viewer package for your *.vm file.
Please also note that your *.vm file is automatically placed to the location where your *.mjo resides.
Your sub-model should look like the following image (zoomed into some area):

If you take a closer look to your model, you can see that it has two main group hierarchy (left hand
side). Existing includes the existing ground and Design includes our road surfaces. If you hide the
Design node, you should notice that existing ground has holes in it, because of the parameter
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cut_mode = yes. In general, we want to have a clean road corridor model (without existing ground).
To remove that extra surface, just follow those easy steps:
Go to tab Output and select Export to File:

New dialog will open, from where you use:
•

Groups - select groups by hitting Select button. Follow the image below to select proper
groups (only those that are related with roads).

•
•

Export Format - select: VM File
File Name - point to a location where your original *.vm file is, but do not overwrite it, use a
special ending like: *_only.vm. You should have this file already generated as well for this
tutorial (because you might want to start from later tutorial).

Click OK, to generate the file. By default, it will not open automatically. Instead, you can open that file
inside Explorer (using the same preview session). Just use Open from the quick access toolbar and
point to the file. You should see the similar image as below.
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After checking your design roads sub-model, you can close the MAGNET Explorer window. Later you
can open those *.vm files directly with MAGNET Explorer and you do not need to
follow Modeler workflow again. Of course, when the design changes, then you recreate
the *.vm file. As you have successfully generated design roads sub-model, it is also good to save
your Modeler *.ini file. For that, just hit save button on your Modeler Rules toolbar.

You can re-select the location and name for your *.ini file, but in this tutorial, it is recommended that
you always keep the default name and the same location as your project file. If you are closing the
Modeler Rules palette, a warning might be shown that let you decide, do you want to save your file
again, or just leave without saving. If you did it just before, then you can hit No as well.
Close the MAGNET Office project file.

Tutorial summary
You have successfully generated design roads surfaces according to project location. Remember you
have several ways how to bring road data into final VDC model, including open standard formats. By
using Modeler workflow, you can easily make cuts (remove condition) into surfaces that so called
collide with each other. Also, you do a quick material assignment and place objects under correct
group.
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Road marking
This part will introduce the Modeler capability of generating various road markings onto road/parking
area surfaces that are then used in final VDC model. Those road markings can be represented
through 2D/3D polylines onto where some Modeler rules are mapped.
Tutorial file location (folder): 02 Design/06 Road marking/MJO
From there you find one *.mjo file:

You start from that *.mjo file. You also find special definition file with an *.ini extension that is
automatically opened if it is found from the same location as *.mjo file and has a default name: vdcmodeler.ini.

Step-by-step guidelines to create project site area with orthophoto
Open drawing Road-marking.mjo inside MAGNET Office. You should see a similar picture:

This project has several 2D lines in place which mark different road markings that you map onto a road
surface by using Modeler tools. In addition, there is one surface that represents the area of road
surface onto which 2D lines will be mapped. You can check the surface through DTM dialog. Close the
dialog after a quick check.
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Using MAGNET Office ribbon tab, go to Modeler and click on Rules.

Modeler main toolbar opens:

Note: Modeler toolbar is the place where you create different rules that are applied to MAGNET
Office objects. All defined rules are kept in a separate file with an *.ini extension. Although it is
possible to have only one *.ini file throughout your whole VDC project, where you define each rule
that you want to use in separate drawing, in this tutorial we use the second method - we have
separate *.ini file for every *.mjo file that we going to use for generating data for VDC model. Using
the latter method, please ensure that *.ini file is with the default name: vdc-modeler.ini and then it
will be selected automatically when you open Modeler tools in your active *.mjo drawing session.
Because with the current tutorial the proper *.ini file is already created, it will be automatically used.
All rules are defined, and we take a quick look to those rules that are important for each sub-task.
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Next to each node, you will see a "+" icon if it holds some rules. And vice-versa, you can click on "-"
icon, if you want to close that node. Also, please note that in some nodes (ex. Materials) you may have
several rules.
Let's investigate Surface models section. Open (double-click) the first rule under Surface models node.

In here we define the surface which will be used by road marking lines. Let's go through some major
settings that help to define your surface:
•

•
•

•

layer – this is a layer name from where the surface can be found. By using an asterisk (*) we
search surface objects from each drawing layer and in that way, it is somewhat easier to define
the rule (by the way, if you do a click on property name, brief help is shown below the dialog
main area). You can also click on layer name (left hand side) and a Select Layer dialog opens.
In this way you can limit to a specific surface layer you want to. Right now, you can simply
close this dialog.
material - select a material that is significant for that surface. In this tutorial it is not so
important to select the correct material as the surface will be simply used for reference.
description - this can be used to shorten the name that is visible in Modeler main toolpalette
Not a required parameter. In this example name is assigned according to road main group and
layer.
group - select a group to where your surfaces are assigned

Note: Groups are automatically generated/added when you write it as a value into the group field
(remember to add a "/" for a subgroup).
Alternatively, you can create groups through a toolbar.

Click OK to close the dialog Change setting.
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Let's concentrate now onto Road lines section. We have several rules there. Double-click on the first
predefined rule. Dialog Change Setting opens. Pay attention to that there are several road markings
defined. Let’s start from the first one. Do a double-click.

Let's go through some major settings that help to define your fences:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

layer - you can place your 2D polylines to any layer that you want, but you must pick the same
layer from this dialog, so that Modeler knows to which objects this rule should be applied.
materials - select a material for road lines (Color White in our case).
description - this can be used to shorten the name that is visible in Modeler main toolpalette.
Not a required parameter. In this example the same name is used, as for layer parameter.
group - select a group to where your fence is placed (Design/Road marking here, but you can
assign a sub-group if you want to turn it on/off separately).
width - line width that is mapped onto a surface (drawing units).
info text - additional description, text that you may want to include that is available in the
model.
interpolate – select follow_ground which tells the line that it should follow the surface shape.
target_layers - this is where you select those layers that will be used to raise your lines to. You
can select multiple layers here, but please be aware that if those references do overlap (or
your footprint can follow both references at its X,Y location, you also get multiple objects to
your final VDC model - typically you do not want that to happen). If you use 3D polylines
already that follow the surface, you do not need to select any objects here.
cut - use no, creates a copy of underlying surface on top of it.
TextureAlongPath – select no.
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Close the dialog by clicking OK. Let’s continue in this section as there are some rules that use texture
to generate dashed road markings. Do a double-click on C-ROAD-MRKG-D200MM-1M3M.

The key difference in this rule is that it is using a texture file that has been generated through some
image editing program. Click on materials (left hand side). Dialog opens.

You can see that it is using a texture-based material. Click on a button Material Properties.
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Pay attention to parameters defaultwidth and defaultheight. By using those values you say that your
texture is 4 meters long and 0.2 m wide (texture or image file was generated this in mind as well). If
you close this dialog, you can see the preview image as well. This texture was saved as *.png file and
it holds white/transparent area in proportions of 1m white line and 3m break. This texture will be then
repeated along the line you have in MAGNET Office. Close dialogs and focus back into Modeler Rules
palette.
All your rules are now defined. Click on a button: Generate and View Model.

This will generate your model and opens an MAGNET Explorer as a viewer package for your *.vm file.
Please also note that your *.vm file is automatically placed to the location where your *.mjo resides.
Your sub-model should look like the following image (zoomed into some area):
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If you take a closer look to your model, you can see that it includes road markings as continuous or
dashed (depending which rule was applied to some layers). In addition, it has a default surface object.
You want to remove that, because later you include a correct surface instead of that inside MAGNET
Explorer workflow. To remove that extra surface, just follow those easy steps:
Go to tab Output and select Export to File:

New dialog will open, from where you use:
•

Groups - select groups by hitting Select button. Follow the image below to select proper
groups (only those that are related with road markings).
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•
•

Export Format - select: VM File
File Name - point to a location where your original *.vm file is, but do not overwrite it, use a
special ending like: *_only.vm. You should have this file already generated as well for this
tutorial (because you might want to start from later tutorial).

Click OK, to generate the file. It will not open automatically. Instead, you can open that file inside
Explorer (using the same preview session). Just use Open from the quick access toolbar and point to
the file. You should see the similar image as below.

After checking your road marking sub-model, you can close the MAGNET Explorer window. Later you
can open those *.vm files directly with MAGNET Explorer and you do not need to
follow Modeler workflow again. Of course, when the design changes, then you recreate
the *.vm file. As you have successfully generated road marking sub-model, it is also good to save
your Modeler *.ini file. For that, just hit save button on your Modeler Rules toolbar.

You can re-select the location and name for your *.ini file, but in this tutorial, it is recommended that
you always keep the default name and the same location as your project file. If you are closing the
Modeler Rules palette, a warning might be shown that let you decide, do you want to save your file
again, or just leave without saving. If you did it just before, then you can hit No as well.
Close the MAGNET Office project file.

Tutorial summary
You have successfully generated road marking to your design road model. This is a great way to bring
detail into your model and show traffic lanes, driving direction etc.
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03 Combined VDC model
In this tutorial you will combine all sub-models from previous sections (01 Existing and 02 Design) into
one complete VDC model. If you did not pass each tutorial beforehand, do not worry, you can still
experience the power of MAGNET Explorer to combine data from different sources into one
complete VDC model, because all sub-model final versions are included in the subfolders of folders 01
Existing and 02 Design.
You want to create a complete VDC model for various reasons. Some of those are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

experience the complete VDC model before the construction starts (main driver for
stakeholders and helping to deliver the design intent including project coordination);
getting valuable information about crucial parameters/objects through object selection from
the model or using intuitive measurement tools to check required clearances;
checking how different sub-models merge with each other and therefore reducing design
errors with automated clash detection tools;
optimizing the construction processes by simulating various construction phases
through 4D/5D simulation tools;
enhancing collaboration with various project partners through commenting into the model
and synchronizing those over the cloud;
creating a simple web-based model experience to allow participation of various stakeholders
without the need of installation of special software tools;
keeping a track of various design alternatives.

We first create a complete VDC model that includes existing as well as new design situation of project
site. You can find the tutorial file package from the first page. In this tutorial, ensure that you have
installed (or can access) the following products:
•

MAGNET Explorer (included with the MAGNET Office or as a separate installation)

General workflow
In previous sections you created different sub-models for various design disciplines. Some of those
were concentrated onto giving a context of project site (existing building), some were adding details
onto your new design (road marking). Of course, there were different major design works like design
road corridor models, new pipelines, bridge design. All those sub-models were exported into various
formats depending on the nature of data. In general, we have created three types of data:
•
•
•

VM - giving a context for our final VDC model (orthophoto mapping, existing building data,
existing utilities, etc.).
LandXML - importing intersection design and roundabout design or new pipe network data as
open standard format.
IFC - importing construction data as open standard format.

We typically want to keep the final design data in open standard formats or if those do not support
some types of objects, also, in alternative formats. We start by creating our complete VDC model from
those formats and look it in parts (based on file type).
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In this tutorial you mainly work in the folder: 03 VDC

If you open the folder 03 VDC, you find three *.vmpx files:

VMPX files are MAGNET Explorer project files. And those that are included in here are just back-up
versions of various sub-steps you start to practice. So, if at any time you want to quickly see the result,
please open the provided *.vmpx file. But please note that Explorer *.vmpx files are only referencing
various sub-model files and if you have downloaded the project files to some other location than
specified in saved *.vmpx, you have to fix those references one-by-one and for each
given *.vmpx files. Therefore, it is still recommended that you start this tutorial from scratch and while
working you simply overwrite those files.

Start MAGNET Explorer
If you already haven't, please start MAGNET Explorer. While no project is opened, your user interface
looks like this image:

Please refer to MAGNET Explorer user guide to get the feeling of main user interface elements
in MAGNET Explorer. In this tutorial we try to keep the workflow as simple as possible and focus only
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on those tools that we currently use. To start creating a new project, you can click on New button or
simply go to Explore tab.

Main user interface (or project view) opens. And you can start to import various sub-models into your
new (empty) project by clicking on Import File button.

Please follow the next sub-sections where you start to import different sub-models.

Importing Modeler files (*.vm)
You created *.vm files mainly because you converted 2D data into 3D data (using Modeler tools)
because 3D data was not available or for giving a context to the project site. Please import the
following *.vm files into your MAGNET Explorer project from tutorial folders (you can do that in any
order, you can also select multiple files at once if in the same folder):
•

•

Existing data
o 01 Existing\01 Terrain\MJO\ EG.vm
o 01 Existing\02 Buildings\MJO\Existing-Buildings_only.vm
o 01 Existing\04 Utilities\MJO\Existing-Utilities_only.vm
Design data
o 02 Design\04 Utilities\MJO\Design-Utilities_only.vm
o 02 Design\05 Road corridors\MJO\Road-Model_only.vm
o 02 Design\06 Road marking\MJO\Road-marking_only.vm

Note: Importing *.vm files are that simple, because everything was already defined during the
generation of *.vm files. For example, *.vm files already know to where they should go in a project
structure (groups, sub-groups and materials/colors). If you need to change that, you have to go back
to the original design file, from where you created *.vm file, do changes there, and exporting a new
version of that *.vm file. This is also true when the design changes and you need to regenerate
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the *.vm file. If you regenerate the new *.vm file to the original source, you can easily reload that
while working in MAGNET Explorer.
Note: If you have not added a project texture folder into MAGNET Explorer Texture Paths, please do
that, otherwise no textures do appear on your model components (check the beginning of this
tutorial).
While importing and creating your VDC complete project, note that your imported links appear in
the Explorer palette (by default it is on the left-hand side, but can be rearranged if wanted). If you do
not see that, check that on the ribbon tab you have clicked on the Explorer button (if it is with a blue
shadow, it means that it should be visible on the main user interface).

After importing of *.vm files, you should see the following VDC model so far:

Explorer palette can show your project structure in two different ways. You can select that by using a
button on Explorer button tab (far right). By default, it shows group view.

If you click on Hide sources button (pointed with a red arrow on last image), you get the source
view. MAGNET Explorer links your original files into its project. Nothing is imported, therefore the
reload of some sub-item is really easy when in Show sources view. Just right click and choose Reload.
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Please save your model, clicking on Save button on the top menu bar.

Save your model as: VDC-01-after-VM-imports.vmpx
MAGNET Explorer file format is *.vmpx. This file includes only settings (links to file's original location,
settings, etc.). It doesn't hold any original files itself. You can find several MAGNET Explorer projects
files from the same folder. Those are meant for back-up purposes, or for cases when you want to
continue/practice a special workflow. Let's continue by adding data from other sources.

Importing LandXML (*.xml)
LandXML is used to deliver road design (and its components) in open standard format. This is common
format for all major design packages, and therefore corridor models, pipe networks, surfaces can be
easily exported into LandXML. While importing LandXML files, you can affect its common parameters
during its import. Therefore, we recommend that in the current example you do it one-by-one (note:
you can select multiple files if you want, but you have to be careful, while starting to change import
settings, so that you affect the correct file). Please import the following *.xml files into your MAGNET
Explorer project:
•

02 Design\05 Road corridors\LandXML\section-GA-01.xml

With each LandXML you need to fill in its parameters in dialog LandXml dialog. For section-GA01.xml use:
•
•

Group name: Design/Terrain
Material: Surf_Grass

Note: Deselect the row GA-01-Grass1_Boundary (not needed in this tutorial). Also valid for other
LandXML imports.
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Please also import all other LandXML files from that same folder (one-by-one) and follow the next
table for settings:
File name
section-GA-02.xml
section-GA-03.xml
section-GA-04.xml
section-GA-05.xml
section-GA-06.xml
section-GA-07.xml
section-GA-09.xml
section-GA-10.xml
section-GA-11.xml
section-GA-12.xml

Group
Design/Terrain

Materials
Surf_Grass

Comment
Those are design terrain areas
around road corridors.

section-IS-01.xml
section-IS-02.xml
section-IS-03.xml
section-IS-04.xml
section-IS-05.xml
section-IS-06.xml
section-IS-07.xml

Design/Intersections/…

Surf_Asphalt
Surf_Grass
Surf_Gravel
Surf_Concrete
(Curbstone)

Those are road intersections,
modelled separately and
exported into LandXML.
Materials are assigned according
to group name.

section-RA-01.xml

Design/Intersections/RA-01

(use IS-01 through IS-07 as …)

Ex. IS-01-Asphalt1 – Surf_Asphalt
Surf_Asphalt
Surf_Grass
Surf_Gravel
Surf_Concrete
(Curbstone)
Surf_Tiles

Those are road intersections,
modelled separately and
exported into LandXML.
Materials are assigned according
to group name.
Ex. IS-01-Asphalt1 – Surf_Asphalt

There is one design pipeline as well in LandXML format: 02 Design\04_Utilities\LandXML\Design-3DUtilities.xml.
For group name enter: Design/Utilities/Stormwater
Material: Col_Green120
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For bridges there is also LandXML format files which are representing the top cover of bridge
structures (imported at later step from IFC files). Bridge top surfaces are found in: 02 Design/08
Structures/Bridge/LandXML. Following the table below, import those LandXML files as in previous
step.
File name
section-bridge-IS-05-IS-06.xml
section-bridge-over-RH-03.xml
section-bridge-RA-01.xml
section-bridge-RCL-01-RCL-02.xml
section-bridge-RHL-01-RHL-03.xml
section-bridge-RHR-01-RHR-03.xml
section-bridge-to-IS-07.xml

Group
Design/Structures/Bridge/Surface/…
… (use bridge general name in addition)

Materials
Use similar
assignments as with
intersections.

Ex.
Design/Structures/Bridge/Surface/RA-01

Please save your model again and use the following name: VDC-02-after-XML-imports.vmpx
Let's continue by adding data from other sources.

Importing IFC (*.ifc)
IFC is mainly used for delivering construction information (bridges, buildings, noise fences and other
structures) in open standard format. This format (export) can be created from all major
building/construction design packages. In our example we use *.ifc files that were generated
from AutoCAD Civil 3D / Autodesk Revit project files. While importing *.ifc files, you can affect its
common parameters during its import. Therefore, we recommend that in the current example you do
it one-by-one (note: you can select multiple files if you want, but you have to be careful, while starting
to change import settings, so that you affect the correct file). Please import the following *.ifc file into
your MAGNET Explorer project:
•

02 Design/08 Structures/Bridge/IFC/bridge-IS-05-IS-06

When IFCPlugin dialog opens, select the following parameters:
•
•
•

•
•

Main group: Design/Structures/Bridge/IS-05-IS-06/Components
Filter sub group by: Layer (this affects how your model components are divided down below
to set materials).
Material:
o Bridge-column: Surf_Concrete
o Bridge-deck: Col_Grey40
Create sub-groups: select this option, if you want to see sub-groups based on a given table.
Object info: select this option, because you want to access model components information.
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Once you have entered given values, click OK and your new bridge will be imported into the scene.
Continue with the next IFC imports according to the following table:
File name
bridge-over-RH-03.ifc
bridge-over-RH-03.ifc
bridge-RA-01.ifc
bridge-RCL-01-RCL-02.ifc
bridge-RHL-01-RHL-03.ifc
bridge-RHR-01-RHR-03.ifc
bridge-to-IS-07.ifc

Group
Design/Structures/Bridge/… /Components
… (use bridge general name in addition)

Materials
Bridge-column: Surf_Concrete
Bridge-deck: Col_Grey40
Bridge-abutment: Col_Grey80

Ex.
Design/Structures/Bridge/RA-01/Components

You have successfully imported all sub-models into your complete VDC model. Please save your model
as: VDC-03-after-IFC-imports.vmpx
Note: You can also create a model package for next tutorials. In that way the combined model can be
easily opened in any computer without worrying about proper location of imported files. From the
ribbon tab, select: Output > Export package.

Dialog: Export package... opens.
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Save the file as: 04 Exported package/VDC-exported-package.vmpz
Note: The file extension is now *.vmpz (the last z notes that it is now an archived package)
If you plan to send your model to somebody, who doesn't have MAGNET Explorer installed, then it is
possible to include a viewer into the package. In current step do to not select those options. Also,
deselect Open explorer window after export. Click OK to export the package. Close the MAGNET
Explorer and take a look into the location to where you saved the package.

You can see that you have one *.vmpz file and it is much larger because it now includes all links
(*.vm, *.xml, *.ifc). This file can be opened just like *.vmpx files. Start MAGNET Explorer again and
open the exported package. Pay attention to, that in the package you are not able to change your
model links anymore. Therefore, the Import File is greyed out.

In the model package you are still able to see the same model as it was intended by the BIM manager,
see analysis results, take measurements, create cross-sections and use collaboration tools.
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